
Tile Production Worker – Glaze Department 
 
Do you thrive on physical work? Are you able to follow well defined processes, but can’t help thinking about 
improvements? Do you have an upbeat disposition? If you can answer yes to these questions, we might just 
have the perfect job for you. 
 
Motawi Tileworks is accepting applications for the position of Tile Production Worker, to be based in our glaze 
department. This position works as the primary dip glazer of field and relief tile, dipping each piece by hand 
into the liquid glaze. The job requires standing all day, paying close attention, and keeping it all organized and 
on time. Adherence to specified processes is critical; while not difficult, it requires focus, and the courage to 
stop production when process parameters aren’t right. 
 
Compensation: $13.00 per hour. All Motawi employees receive approximately $5,000 in benefits, and the 
satisfaction of making beautiful things while working with great people in a healthy and creative organization.  
 
Some of the tasks performed by our Dip Glazer: 

- Applying glaze to field and relief tile by hand dipping 
- Loading and unloading kilns 
- Helping coworkers with anything that needs doing, from construction to explaining the tile making 

process to the public during our weekly tour 
- Keeping the dip glazing department clean and organized 

 
You are this kind of person: 

- You have a flexible attitude, which allows you to stay upbeat even when priorities change suddenly. 
- You possess the physical strength and stamina that allows you to stand all day and lift 25-50 lbs. 

repeatedly. 
- You are known for your attention to detail and the high quality of your work. 
- You have a natural tendency to jump in and help out. 
- You care about getting the job done, and done right.  

 
If you believe you fit this description, please send the items listed below to jobs@motawi.com. Sorry, no calls 
or in-person solicitations related to the position will be entertained. 
 

• A cover letter introducing yourself and describing an experience where you displayed or learned some 
of the desired qualities described above. Tell us why you are a great fit for this position. 

• Resume, 2 pages maximum. 
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